Launcher Systems

Rapid-reaction launch capability
The SEA Lightweight Torpedo Launcher can be easily configured and is capable of deploying NATO compatible lightweight torpedoes.

The SEA flexible Torpedo Launch System is designed to meet the requirements of ships varying in size and structure.

The Torpedo Launcher is complimented by a modern electronics assembly affording standalone or integrated CMS solutions.

- Rapid-reaction launch capability
- Designed to store, handle, load, pre-set and discharge
- Low maintenance and proven long life
- Local and remote jettison facility
- Fully Environmentally tested
- Standalone or integrated as part of the CMS

Providing rapid launch of a range of weapon types, available in multiple launcher configurations to suit differing platforms.
# Launcher Types

## Torpedo Launcher
- Sole supplier of the lightweight Torpedo Launch System to the UK Royal Navy
- Lifetime support programme
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## Decoy Launcher
- Countermeasure agnostic
- Configured to customer requirement
- Capable of firing NATO standard 130mm decoys
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## Sonobuoy Launcher
- Scalable system with manual or automatic operational modes
- Tailorable to a range of different payloads
- Air launched
- No energetic requirement of stores
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## Launcher Selection Panel
- Designed, manufactured and installed by SEA
- Provides the human interface between the various launcher systems and the operator
- Available as 19” or VCS mountable units
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